Encore Release Notes

Version 1.3.1.14

Overview:

The new Encore software version 1.3.1.14 now supports Bluetooth integration with the 3834T TPR TPMS Tool kit which can be used during Tire Pressure Sensor Registration Special Tests. Heavy Duty Standard support is also added with the purchase of a 3895-07 Heavy Duty Starter Kit (includes Software Security Card and cables). This release also includes selected highlights of new features, fixed defects reported by technician, and improvements. You may notice many more in the software that are just too numerous to identify individually. Many thanks for the useful feedback we are receiving. More coverage and enhancements are on the way!

New Features:

TPR Tool Support:

Please be sure to download the latest firmware for your TPR TPMS Tool from www.tpmsupdates.com to ensure you have the most up to date Coverage and Fixes for your TPR Tool.

The TPR TPMS Tool version 5.2 software update includes:

- New coverage for 2013 and 2014 vehicles
- Updated EZ-Sensor and Redi Sensor coverage
- Low Battery indicator added during programming

If you have already purchased a TPR TPMS tool you can now use the TPR with Encore. There is no subscription authorization code needed to use the TPR and the TPMS software on Encore. If additional TPR TPMS tools are needed the correct kit to order is 3834T.

To enable a TPR TPMS tool on your Encore, follow the instructions below:
To use the TPR tool, you must first pair it in the Bluetooth Settings screen. From the Home Screen, pull down the Android options by swiping down from the top right portion of the screen. Tap “Settings” to bring up the Android Settings screen:

Ensure Bluetooth is turned on then select “Bluetooth” to bring up the Bluetooth screen. Ensure the TPR tool is turned on and that “Standard BT” is selected. On the Bluetooth screen select “SEARCH FOR DEVICES”. When complete, the TPR device should be listed under “AVAILABLE DEVICES”: 
Select the TPR you want to pair with and input the pair code of “1234”:

The Tire Pressure Sensor registration test will ask you if you want to use a TPR tool, but you can change the “Use TPR” setting in “Service & Settings” with the drop down box:

- Always = Always use the TPR
- Never = Never use the TPR
- Ask during Test = Display a selection screen during the test:
Selecting “Ask during Test” will display the following screen during the test:

![SPECIAL TESTS Screen](image)

**NOTE:** Selecting “Always” or “Never” will change your “Use TPR” setting in the “Service & Settings” screen.

**Heavy Duty Support:**

Heavy Duty Standard is now available with the purchase of the Heavy Duty Standard Kit 3895-07. This kit includes the 9-pin Deutsch cable, 6-pin Deutsch cable and a Security Card to unlock the software.

To enable Heavy Duty Standard on your Encore, you must obtain the 3895-07 Heavy Duty Standard Kit and enter the subscription code from the back of the HD Security Card as described below:
1. Turn the tool ON and verify it is connected to the internet. At the Home screen, select the **Service & Settings** button:

![Service & Settings on Home Screen](image1.png)

2. At the **Service & Settings** screen, tab on **Subscriptions** to retrieve the current subscriptions for this system:

![Subscriptions in Service & Settings](image2.png)
3. Tap the **Enter Subscription Code** button to input a new Product Subscription:

4. Tap the edit box in the **Enter Subscription Code** box to activate a virtual keyboard. Use the keyboard to enter the Subscription Code found on the back side of the Security Card provided with your kit. Tap the **OK** button.
5. When authorization is successful, an Android message appears saying the “Subscription Successfully Activated” and the subscriptions are now visible and/or updated on the screen:

![Subscription Confirmation]

**Technician / Customer Reported Defect Fixes:**

Added descriptive text to the First Use screens:

- “Start a 30 Day Use” screen:
Improvements:

Fast Touch Website Support:

MotoLOGIC link is now available from the Fast Touch website:
Performance Improvements:

- Data Item load times have been improved.
- DTC load times have been improved.
- Long term use of the DataStream has been significantly improved.
- Improved overall product stability and user feedback.

Did You Know?

Encore’s update process:

Encore’s update process is fully automatic! No need to manually check for updates; however there are a few preconditions that must be met. Below are these simple conditions.

IMPORTANT NOTE:

It is highly recommended to update the scan tool before use. This ensures the best user experience and vehicle coverage available.

Q. When can the Encore be updated?

A. Encore scan tool can be updated when in Demo Mode as well as when registered.

Q. What conditions are required to DOWNLOAD an update?

A. The Encore scan tool must be turned on and connected to the Internet.

- No external power required to download
- No minimum battery life required to download
- There is an indicator in the upper left corner of the screen illustrating a download is in progress.

Once the download is complete you will be prompted to install the update. External power is not required to download the update, but is required to install. (See “What conditions are required to Install an update?” below).
Q. What conditions are required to INSTALL an update?

A. The following conditions are required to install a downloaded update:

1. The Encore scan tool must be connected to the internet to verify the downloaded software is the latest.

2. Ensure software is on the Home screen and that internet connection exists to receive the notification to Install New Update.

3. The Encore internal battery power must exceed 50%.

4. Encore scan tool must be connected to the AC Power supply or the 12 volt power adapter connected to the Power Port. Encore will not install an update when connected to power via the DLC cable port.

Q. How do I know the current version of Encore software?

A. From the Encore main menu screen select Service & Settings > Software Information > see Launcher version number.